CORPORATE CALENDAR OF EVENTS

**June 98**
GP Acoustics Limited entered into a licensing agreement with the UK based New Transducers Ltd for its exclusive revolutionary NXT flat panel loudspeaker technology.

**July 98**
Chongqing Changhua Automobile Harness Co., Ltd was awarded ISO9002 accreditation.

**November 98**
GPE disposed its 49% interest in Car Audio Electronics (Hong Kong) Limited to Mannesmann VDO AG of Germany.

Shanghai Jinting Automobile Harness Limited was awarded ISO9002 accreditation.

**December 98**
GP Auto Cable (Huizhou) Limited and Shanghai Jinting Automobile Harness Limited were awarded QS9000 accreditations.

**January 99**
Goldmax International Limited, the joint venture with Dai-ichi Group of the Philippines in producing loudspeakers, was named as the Outstanding Quality Manufacturer by RadioShack, one of the largest retail chains of electronic consumer products in North America.

**February 99**
GPE acquired the parts and components business from its parent company, Gold Peak Industries (Holdings) Limited.

**February 99**
KEF Q15 Speaker was granted "Best Buy of Stereo Speakers" by Home Entertainment Magazine of the U.K. and Celestion A2/ A4c/ A5r/ A6s Speakers were granted "Five Star of Home Cinema Speakers System" by the same magazine.

**March 99**
GPE acquired the remaining 5% interest in KH Industries (UK) Limited. The company is now 100% owned by GPE.

**July 99**
Furukawa GP Auto Parts (HK) Limited subscribed a 20% interest in a joint venture company, Tianjin Jinyu Electric Co., Ltd. in manufacturing and distributing automotive wire harness and power cables for electrical appliances.